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INTRODUCTION

Pre-Islamic Arabic poetry is full of praise for the sword of alHind, al-sayf aI-Hindi. It was one of the most important items
of the early Eastern maritime trade.
~

It was also called J1.J Ja (hinduwiini) or JI.JJa (hunduwiini). A

'"

verbal noun J..i.i. (tahnid) was derived from it, meaning primarily
'to make sword of steel of aI-Hind', and secondarily 'to
sharpen a sword', hence ~ Cmuhannad) meant 'a sharpened
sword? References to these terms are too numerous in Arabic
literature to be quoted here. The most famous one occurs
in the celebrated Qa~idah Biinat Su'iid of Ka'b b. Zuhayr, which he
recited in the presence of the Prophet and was rewarded with the
mantle that he (the Prophet) was wearing at that time. Ka'b said
in his Qa~idah :
"!f..

"!f

.. ..
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"The Messenger is indeed a light from which guidance IS
sought,
And of Allah's armoury he is a drawn muhannad
sword."
It is generally presumed that these swords were the product of
the Indian mainland. But, as has been shown in a previous issue
of this journal,3 the term 'aI-Hind' 'as used by Muslim authors
writing in Arabic before Ma~mad Gbaznawi's invasion of India at
the turn of the tenth century' signified only the region known to
modern Western writers as Peninsular and Insular India. Early
Arabs knew India through their maritime trade, and for that reason

*Terms 'Malaysia' and 'Malaysian' are used here in anthropological. and
not political sense. They refer to that cultural belt of South-East A~ia which
comprises Southern Thailand, Federation of Malay~ia, Republic of Indonesia and
the Phili ine Islands.-(S. Q. F.)
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their knowledge of it was confined to the coasts of its great
Peninsula and of its rich, fertile and fragrant islands. 4 Swords of
. aI-Hind, therefore. appear to have belonged to maritime, rather
. than to continental, India. The facts of recorded history, archaeology, and anthropology pertaining to this subject further restrict
the provenance of these "Indian" swords: they quite unmistakably
point to Insular India, i.e. Malaysia, as their original borne.
The object of this paper is to sift these facts and to determine
in their light the extent of the early trade and cultural contacts of
the Arabs with their fellow members of the vast and. varied Iridian
-Ocean community.

I
Before we proceed with our investigations, we think it would
he profita ble if we gave a resume of the known and accepted facts
about the place of iron-, and its ancillary sword-, industry in the
Malaysian society from the earliest times.
The kris (k-eris), the distinctive Malaysian weapon, holds a
unique position in the cultural heritage, customs and beliefs of the
Malaysian people. Until little more than half a century ago it was
worn by them very much as an article of dress. According to
Raffles the Javanese of his day carried it in much the same way
as the European did the rapier during the 18th century.5 For, the
Malays believed, as their celebrated hero Hang Tuah put it, "A
man without a kris is like a boat without a nidder and is likely to
lose direction". 6 Even to this day the kris is represented on the
State emblem of the Malaysian Federation, and in Indonesia even
the Head of State was reported to have sat and prayed before the
kris all day during the national crisis of 1946. 7 Legends and
superstitions associated with the kris are legion. A modern author
after writing eight pages on this subject felt frustrated and concluded, "It is impossible to describe a tenth of the k-eris legends,
beliefs and superstitions. "8
The Menangkabau region of Sumatra, traditionally the original
home of the Malays, was more particularly noted for its weapons.
Raffles, after a tour of Sumatra (1818), wrote in his Memoirs,
"Menangkabau has always been famous for its k-eris blades; iron
has been worked here from time immemorial".9 The historian of
Sumatra, Marsden, says (1811), that iron was smelted in Menangkabau "from the earliest times" .10 Argensola, the Spanish historian,
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wrItmg in 1609, rema~ks,
"At Menancabo (Menangkabau)
excellent poniards are made, called creeses: the best weapons:
of all the Orient."l1
Archaeological evidence proves the existence of an extensive
use of iron throughout Malaysia from pre-historic times. All over
the Malay world curiously-shaped iron objects are found rusted ·
and corroded but clearly showing that the kampong (hamlet) people
recognise them and associate them with the legend of a giant ape
with sickles in its elbows, and call them tulang mawas, i.e. ape's
bones.I1 These very "ape's bones" appear as weapons on Khmer
bas-reliefs and survive in the modern pkheak of CambodiaP A
number of stone-cists and slab-graves, tentatively dated a little '
before the Christian era, have been discovered in the valleys of the
Bernam, Kruit and Slim rivers in the Perak State of Malaya, at ·
Pagar Alam in the Pasumah country. of Sumatra, and near Jogja- ·
karta in Java. These graves contained iron implements along with
c.ornelian beads, pottery, bronze utensils and other artifacts. H
Dr. Linehan has summed up this aspect of Malay pre-history very
well in the following words:
"The abundance of outcrops of iron-ore in Malaya, with
their easily worked decomposition products, and the survival·
of numbers of tulang mawas and spear-heads-in the Perak
Museum there are now over fifty specimens-in spite of the
humidity of climate and of the fact that large numbers of those ·
:found ' must have disappeared without having been recorded, '
leads to the conclusion that there existed at one time a considerable iron-age culture in Malaya. "15
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The variety of krises is amazing. Raffles was able to illustrate .
forty common kinds of blades of Javanese make alone and stated
thatthere were said to be over a hundred varieties extant. l6 Woolley
in his long glossary of Malay kris terms gives seventy differentnames and as many types of krises, and still his list was not
exhaustive in all respectsY In this bewildering variety, a his. can
be long or short, straight or wavy, and though mainly a thrusting
weapon of dagger or rapier form , it can also be a sword-like cutting instrument, like the keris suIuk (known also as sundang), which
is the kris of the great "Pirates" of the Pacific, the Sui us, who
valiantly fought for their freedom and faith against the Spaniards
for over more than three centuries.1s The last-mentioned type, i.e.
the keTis suluk, appears to be the more ancient one; for the earliest
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representation of the kris yet found is in the sculptures of the
beautiful Chandi Panataran (1329-1350) and that resembles the
keris suluk more than any other type.19
But still more ancient Malaysian weapons are the sword
(pedang) and the spear (lembing). Newbold points out that the
sword is frequently found sculp tured on ancient temples and stones
in Java long before the kris which gained popularity in the fifteenth
century.20 It is also significant that in the state regalia used at the
coronation ceremonies of the Malay Rajahs and Sultans swords
(pedang kera jaan), and not krises, take precedence. And, as
Newbold reports, the Malays themselves say that among their
weapons the sword has the highest claim to antiquity, the spear
next, and the kris comes the last.1I Becau~e of losing their popularity in later times Malaysian swords cannot vie with krises in the
variety of their blades and hilts. Nevertheless, Gardner has described seventeen varieties of the para.ng type of swords alone. 22
In this great diversity of krises and pedangs there were elements of unity as well. All these weapons had to be of the best
workmanship, damascened (pamur) , and of at least three kinds of
iron blended and welded together, a good weapon would have more:
the kris of Hang Tuah was made up of twenty kinds of iron, one
of them being t'lken "from what was left over from the making of
the bolt of the holy Ka'bah at Mecca". No doubt, then, that "it
could kill a man if driven into his footprints in the sand, or poison
the fish at the river's mouth if washed in the headwaters ,"23
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Hindus of ancient India were also good fighters, but with
them the sword was never a favourite weapon. They had a large
armoury of locally made weapons which besides swords consisted of
battle-axes, maces, bows, arrows, hooks, spears, lances, scimitllrS,
spiked clubs and sling-stones; but as Professor Apte observes, "the
special weapon was the bow and arrow. "24 It is significant that
the study of weapons was known as dhanurveda {'the science of
bow').25 Rama won Sita through his skill in wielding the bow
(dhanush), and in a like manner Arjuna won Daraupadf at the
swa yam llara. 26 The devil of the story of Ramayana, RavaI)a, was
armed with a javelin named Sakti, "a gift of the gods from the days
of yore: ' 2 7 Dhanur-dhari, i.e. the bowman, is the epithet of the
bero of the Mahabharata, Arjuna, whose bow, named Ga~div, was
the most dreaded instrument of war. His opposite number from
the Kaurava side, Karana, had an equally strong bow. named
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Vijaya, made by Visvakarma, the architect and artist of gods.
Another famous hero of these great battles, Bhima, had a mace
(gada) as his special weapon, while Krishna himself was armed
with Sudarsana Chakra, a wheel-like weapon "of edge keen as a
razor".28 In short, though sword was a useful weapon of the Hindu
armoury of classical days and was even considered "the best
weapon for all kinds of fighting" by no less a warrior than Bhisma,
yet it is conspicuous by its absence from the heroic battle-fields of
the Hindus. ~ 9 Of course, in the description of the battles offered by
the Indians to the invading armies of Alexander (326 B.C.) we do
read about their infantry being armed with "broad and heavy twohanded swords suspended from the left shoulder". But the admiration of their adversaries was won not by their rather unwieldy
swords but by their bows which are described as being "made of
equal length with the man who bears it. This they rest upon the
ground, and pressing against it with their left foot, discharge the
arrow having drawn the string backwards: for the shafts they use is
little short of being three yards long, and there is nothing which
can resist an Indian archer's shot - neither shield nor breastplate,
nor any stronger defence, if such there be" .30
It is sometimes argued that "the Malays received their early
civilization from India, so the keris must ha\e come from there".:;l
But the following two quotations, from Heine-Geldern and Majumdar, suffice to remove any doubts which might still remain on the
subject. Heine-Geldern notes that by the first or second century
of the Christian era iron was in general use in the Indian Archipelago, as this convenient culture-element "spread more rapidly
than the Hindu culture". According to this eminent authority on
the subject this does not imply that iron only found its way to the
Archipelago with the Hindu colonists. He describes how an earlier
culture had reached Malaysia from the Mekhong Valley, and left its
megalithic tombs on the islands during the centuries before the
Christian era. Even these early people were not neolithic, for "it
will be seen that all the stone-cists and slab-built graves of Sumatra,
Cerftral and East Java contained glass-beads and metal, bronze,
gold, copper or iron. The same was the case with similar graves
that have been investigated in the Malay Peninsula. " 32
Majumdar also shows that in the same remote period before the
Hindus arrived from the Indian mainland, "the Javanese possessed
a high degree of civilization" and had "developed various indus-
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tries and excelled in making various articles of iron, bronze, copper ~
~ilver, gold, ivory, tortoise-shell, and horn of rhinoceros". H~
further says that in these graves of Java, which are over 2,000
years old, we can still find objects like iron lance-points and short
iron swords "properly ascribed to the people or peoples who settled
in Java before the Hindu civilization".33
The tradition of making iron weapons, which was thus
developed during the period of more than two millenniums, led
to the blacksmith (pande wesi) enjoying one of the highest
positions ill Malaysian society and to special magical powers
being ascribed to him. His position in the social strata of
his country, thus, stands -in sharp contrast with the one given
to him in Manu's caste system, which is that of a sudra, the lowest
of the low. ·It is significant that the eminence of the pande wesi
was so deep-rooted in the Malaysian society that it survived the
triumph of Hinduism in Malaysia. Even in Bali, where Hinduism
has stood fast to this day, the pande wesis not only escaped being
grouped among ordinary sudras but also demonstrated "by means
of genealogies, pamenchangahs, pra~istis and babads that they were
of divine origin".34
II
Now, coming to the Arabic writings on the subject, we find ·
that al-Idrfsi (495/1100-560/1165) has given us an account of the
trade in iron and the manufacture of swords as they were organized·
in the East in his times. He says:
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"This Eighth Section of the First Clime includes in its
area the remaining portion of the lano of Sufalah [in East
Africa]. In it are two towns ... [which] do not possess anything with which to carryon their trade and earn their living,
except iron. This is so because in the land of Sufalah there
are a number bf iron min-es in the mountains there.

The inhabitants of the Ziibaj islands and other residents of the
surrounding islands go there and exporting it from there,
supply it to all the lands of al-Hind and to its various islands.
They sell it at a good price, because in aI-Hind most of the
trade and exchange is in iron. Nevertheless, although iron is
found in the islands of aI-Hind, and there are also mines of it
there, in the land of Sufalah it is found in the largest quantities,
most superior in quality and most malleable.
But the people of aI-Hind are very good at making various
compounds of mixtures of substances with the help of which
they melt the malleable iron: it then turns into Hindi iron, and
is called after aI-Hind. There [in aI-Hind] are workshops
where swords are manufactured, and their craftsmen make
excellent ones surpa.ssing those made by other peoples. In the
same way, the Sindi. the Sarandibi, and the B.y.n.mani
[Bilamali] iron vie with one another for superiority as
regards the climate of the place, skill in industry, the method
of melting and stamping and beauty in polishing and scouring.
But no iron is comparable to that of al·Hind in sharpness.
This is a well-known fact. and no one can deny its superiority."
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The above extract from al-Idrisi gives us a glimpse of the
complex web of international commerce as it existed in the early
medieval period. A closer look at it brings out the following
facts:
(1) The words italicised in the above extract show that even
as late as the twelfth century, i.e. about 150 years after Ma~mQd
Qbaznawi's invasion of India, the "Indian" Archipelago figured
prominently in the Arab conception of ai-Hind especially in
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relation to the trade of iron and its industry. Other extracts from
al-Idrisi quoted in Section III below also bear testimony to
this fact.
(2) The growing needs of the army of the expanding Arab
empire led the traders to tap various sources for the supply of
swords, the main weapons of the Arab army.
[Sindi, Sarandibi (i.e. Ceylonese) and Bilamaff3 s (i.e. of the
north-western coast of India) competitors of Hindi swords demand
It detailed discussion which may be published at a later date.]
(3) By mentioning Hindi swords in distinction, rather in competition, with Bilamali and Sarandibi weapons, al-Idrisi seems to
confine the connotation of the epithet 'Hindi' in the present
context to a region more restricted than the term 'aI-Hindi'
generally signified. Here it appears to be synonymous with Zabaj.
i.e. Malaysia of the modern sociologists.
(4) AI-Idrisi's statement also shows that one of the secrets of
the excellence of the renowned Hindi swords lay in the trade
relations that existed between the Malaysian Archipelago and the
East African coast. The technical skill of the Malaysian pande
wesi, combined with the superior quality of the African iron,
produced the matchless sword admired by the best fighter of his
time, the Arab bedouin. This point is corroborated by 'Umar b.
al-Wardi (d. circa 1340 A. C.), who says :
"Golden Sufalah adjoins the land of Zanj. It is a vast
country with mountains containing deposits of iron which the
people of the country work. The inhabitants of aI-Hind come
to them and buy iron at a high price, although they have iron
mines in their own country; but iron of the mines of Sufalah
is better, purer, and more malleable. The people of aI-Hind
smelt this iron and make st~el of it with fine cutting edges. It
is in this country [aI-Hind] that Hindi swords and other
things are made in abundance."37
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(5) However, the most significant fact that al-Idrisi's statement seems to bring out is the pattern of the eastern maritime
trade as it existed in his day. A great triangle emerges out
of his lucid description, drawn by the keels of the Arab markabs
and the Malaysian prahus on the surface of the deep waters of the
Indian Ocean, with 'Uman (on the Arabian Sea), Sufalah (on the
Mozambique ChanneI), and Kalah (on the Malacca Strait) as its
vertices.
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III
AI-Idrfsi must have realised the great significance of the fact
mentioned in the last sub-para of the above section. He repeatedly reverts to this theme always adding some new details.
In his description of the Negro-land (Bilad al-Zanj) in the
Ninth Section of the First ClimE', he says :38. ~ 0.J~.J ~.rJlf.. .J r-'..-::ll 0y;'-'-:! cl.rrJ1 ~~) If.J ......lI1 JIo f.J
"And the people of Q. m. r. [i.e. the Khmer] and the
merchants of the territories of Maharaj [i.e. Malaysia] come
to them, associate with them, and trade with them."
Again, describing Zabaj in the Seventh Section of the same Clime,
he says:

Lt.~.J 0~ &- ~I.;-ll ~r.:J1 ~J.j. Llli L,..-~ 0.J)L....! <-:-)Iv" ~jJ ~.J
~)I t L:.. 0.J~.J ~l:.. wb. 0yd ~I ;I~ r:r ~I)I ~I~ JI
4~-- 0~)Y ~1v".J J)I.Jj J ej)1 J I 0.J)L...:! ~I)I ;I~ JIoI.J
-

39~!

j"}.)

~ ~ ~':i ~::..i

"And the Zanj people [i.e. the Negroes] do not have
ships of their own in which they could travel. Therefore,
ships come to their country from "Uman, while some other
ships (of 'Uman) sail to the islands of Zabaj, which are parts
of the islands of aI-Hind, and sell their own merchandise and
buy the goods of the Zanj people (in return), because the
people of the islands of al-Zabaj travel to the ?anj (-lands) in
small and big ships and bring their products to their own ports.
for, the two peoples understand each other's dialect."
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Close ethnic and linguistic relations of the Khmer and
Malaysian peoples with Madagascar and its neighbouring islands
and the adjoining coast of East Africa are quite clearly hinted by
him. The fascinating saga of the navigational exploits of the
eastern peoples in the vast and deep waters of the Indian Ocean
which was responsible for this remarkable cultural diffusion, is
further unfolded in the writings of Ibn Sa'id (610-685/1214-1286)
and Ibn al-Mujawir (601-690/1205-1291).
Ibn Sa'id gives a detailed account of the migration waves of
South-East Asian peoples from Cambodia through Sumatra to
Madagascar and the coasts of East Africa. 40
Ibn al-Mujawir supplies the additional information about some
of these migration waves overflowing northwards, to Aden, which
was colonised by these Khmers. But, as our author laments:
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"These people are dead, their power ended, and the route
closed by which they came. There is nobody left who has
knowledge of the maritime activities of these people or can tell
under what conditions they lived and what they did."
Is the situation as hopeless as Ibn al-Mujawir would make us
believe? The answer must be in the negative. He himself says:

42.J~I.J -oI.;!~.J°':i1 ...(J,; oj... ua:-J1.J y'<>-J4 J4 ~o~ -' 0~1 JI ~)U'T-,
"The monuments built by this people exist to this day
[1233 A.C.] ; their construction is durable, being built of stone
and mortar obtained from the valleys and mountains of this
country."
Many centuries have passed since those words were written,
and the ruins of those durable Khmer monuments exist no more.
They now pose a big challenge to the archaeologist.
Al-Birunf gives a fairly accurate spelling of the name of these
people, viz. (~) (Q. m. y. r.), i.e. Qamer. He notices their
presence in the southern latitudes of the Indian Ocean and quite
correctly describes them as:
I.F~ ~.J4.l1 0:! ~.J !J1.;·':iI).".... ~ ).J.AAl1 ) L,...j """l,J1 JI ~~I."Ji ~"';.J::oi:
43.01~':i'

"Qamer is (the name of) a people whose complexion
i3 whitish. They are of short stature with features like the
Turks [i.e. they have Mongoloid features]. They profess the
religion of the Hindus, and observe the custom of piercing
their ears."
Ibn Sa'fd is quite positive in asserting that Madagascar was
named 'the Island of al-Qumr' (.rAJ';;.r.j;--) after these Khmzr
people and not after al-qamar ('the moon'), as was generally
believed. U Are then, the Island of Kamran, the estuary of
al-Qamar, the tribes of al-Qamar and al-Qumayr, and the fort of
al-Qamar (all in the neighbourhood of Aden) 45, also related to the
same Qumr or Qamar, meaning Khmer, and not to al-qamar,
meaning 'the moon'? Did the animistic beliefs and practices of
some of the tribes of Southern Arabia originate in the tropical and
verdant societies of Monsoon Asia? 46
Authoritative Arab writers like Ibn al-f.Ja'ik al-Hamdani
(d. 334/945)(7 and Nashwan al-I;iimyad (d. 573/1178)t8 quote
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